Request for Information (RFI) on Public and Private Sector Uses of Biometric Technologies: Responses

DISCLAIMER: Please note that the RFI public responses received and posted do not represent the views or opinions of the U.S. Government, the Office of Science and Technology Policy (OSTP), or any other Federal agencies or government entities. We bear no responsibility for the accuracy, legality, or content of these responses and the external links included in this document. Additionally, OSTP requested that submissions be limited to 10 pages or less. For submissions that exceeded that length, the posted responses include the components of the response that began before the 10-page limit.
To the Office of Science and Technology Policy:

I am responding to your Biometric RFI with the hope of furthering an important national conversation about the rise of voice profiling in marketing and its dangers for society.

As a chair professor at the University of Pennsylvania’s Annenberg School for Communication, I am the author of 11 books and over 160 articles about mass media industries and systems. My most recent book is *The Voice Catchers: How Marketers Listen In to Exploit Your Feelings, Your Privacy, and Your Wallet*, which Yale University Press published in May 2021.

The book explores the rise and growth of what I call “the voice intelligence industry” and its use of voice profiling in marketing. The industry involves such tools as smart speakers, car information systems, customer service calls, and “connected-home” devices like thermostats and alarms. When you talk, their “intelligent assistants” can draw inferences about you using analytical formulas generated by artificial intelligence. *The Voice Catchers* shows how companies are working to analyze people’s vocal-cord sounds and speech patterns for information about their emotions, sentiments, and personalities characteristics, all so they can better persuade people, often in real time. Soon they may be able to draw conclusions about your weight, height, age, ethnicity, and more—all characteristics that scientists believe are revealed by your voice. Marketers will be able to score you as more or less valuable, show you different products based on that valuation, give you discounts treat you better or worse than others when you want help. In other words, marketers are using voice data to model ways to discriminate between you and others in unprecedentedly powerful ways. And all of this is happening without adequate regulations and safeguards to help American consumers understand the risks.

Based on voluminous research including extensive interviews of 44 industry participants, *The Voice Catchers* describes this developing biometric domain, explains how it’s already influencing our lives, and shows what about it needs to be stopped. The book also shows how technologies honed through voice profiling in marketing could migrate (and in some cases are already migrating) to non-marketing areas such as political campaigns, immigrant evaluation, and phone-call surveillance of incarcerated people. And it considers that voice profiling is the leading edge of a future in which marketers could use other forms of biometric surveillance in conjunction with voice. Although voice profiling can have potentially beneficial uses in medicine and proper forms of security authentication, I argue that in marketing voice profiling and other forms of biometric profiling ought to be banned. Now is the time to promote perspectives and policies to derail the voice-based world of marketing biometrics—while the industry is still being built, and before socially corrosive processes linked to it become too entrenched to change.
Following is my op-ed essay published by *The New York Times* that expands on this letter by laying out with more specificity my policy concerns about voice profiling and the voice intelligence industry. The essay, and the book, have generated lots of discussion online and elsewhere.

I much appreciate your interest in this area, and I will be happy to provide more information if asked.
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If you’ve ever dialed an 800 number to ask or complain about something you bought or to make an inquiry about something you’re thinking of buying, there is a decent chance you were profiled — by the arrangement of your words and the tone of your voice — without knowing it. My research suggests many customer contact centers now approach and manage callers based on what they think the person’s voice or syntax reveal about the individual’s emotions, sentiments and personality, often in real time.

Businesses devoted to personalized selling — including some name brand favorites — are also preparing to link what your vocal cords supposedly reveal about your emotional state to more traditional demographic, psychographic and behavioral information.

If during a call with a customer agent this biometric technology tags you as “tense,” you may be offered a discount on your purchase, especially if the company’s records also indicate that you’re a big spender. Being identified as a certain type can also get you routed to a customer service representative whom the company believes works best with your presumed personality: maybe “logical and responsible” or “creative and playful,” two such categories.

Company executives claim they are fulfilling their responsibility to make callers aware of these voice analyses by introducing the customer service interactions with an ambiguous sentence such as, “This call may be recorded for training and quality control purposes.” But this legal turn of phrase is evidence of a growing threat that could turn our very voices into insidious tools for corporate profit.

It’s not just call centers. Devices such as smart speakers and smartphones are now capturing both our words and the timbre of our voices.

Rohit Prasad, Amazon’s chief Alexa scientist, told the online technology publication OneZero that “when she recognizes you’re frustrated with her, Alexa can now try to adjust, just like you or I would do.”

Soon companies may also draw conclusions about your weight, height, age, ethnicity and more — all characteristics that some scientists believe are revealed by the human voice.

Amazon and Google, the highest-profile forces in voice surveillance today, are not yet using the maximum potential of these tools, seemingly because they are worried about inflaming social fears. The technology is based on the idea that voice is biometric — a part of the body that can be used to identify and evaluate us either instantly or permanently. Businesses using this voice technology to offer us better pricing sounds great, unless you’re in the camp that loses the discount. What if you end up being refused insurance or having to pay much more for it? What if
you find yourself turned away during early job screenings or have your cultural tastes prejudged as you surf the internet?

On Jan. 12, Spotify received an extraordinary patent that claims the ability to pinpoint the emotional state, gender, age, accent and “numerous other characterizations” of an individual, with the aim of recommending music based on its analysis of those factors. In May, a coalition of over 180 musicians, human rights organizations and concerned individuals sent Spotify a letter demanding that it never use or monetize the patent. Spotify claims it has “no plans” to do so, but the coalition wants a stronger disavowal.

I signed that letter but am also acutely aware that Spotify’s patent is just a tiny outcropping in the emerging voice intelligence industry. One of Google’s patents claims it can analyze the patterns of household movement via special microphones placed throughout the home and identify which resident is in which room.
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Based on voice signatures, patented Google circuitry infers gender and age. A parent can program the system to turn electronic devices on or off as a way to control children’s activities. Amazon already claims that its Halo wrist band is able to identify your emotional state during your conversations with others. (The company assures device owners that it cannot use that information.) Many hotels have added Amazon or Google devices in their rooms. Construction firms are building Amazon’s Alexa and Google’s Assistant into the walls of new homes.

Major advertisers and ad agencies are already preparing for a not-too-distant future when extracting competitive value from older forms of audience data (demographics, psychographics, internet behavior) will, as one business executive told me, “start to plateau.” They too will turn to voice profiling “to create value.”

Ad executives I’ve interviewed also expressed annoyance that Amazon and Google do not allow them to analyze the words or voices of people who speak to the companies’ apps in Echo and Nest smart speakers. Some advertisers, without hard proof, worry that Amazon and Google are appropriating the voiceprints for their own use. Those concerns have led advertisers to start exploring their own ways to exploit customers’ voice signatures.

All these players recognize that we could be entering a voice-first era, where people will speak their instructions and thoughts to their digital companions rather than type them.

Because of recent major advances in natural language processing and machine learning, individuals will soon be able to speak conversationally not just to their phone assistant or smart speaker but to their dedicated bank assistant, kitchen equipment, restaurant menu, hotel room console, homework assignment or car.
In a way, much of this sounds incredibly cool — like we may finally be reaching the age of the Jetsons. These head-turning developments sound all the more exciting when some physicians and health care firms argue that a person’s sounds may betray diseases such as Alzheimer’s and Parkinson’s. But these technologies are also worrisome because we engage a slippery slope whenever we start allowing the sounds of our voice and the syntax of our words to personalize ads and offers based on profit motives.

VICE reported that Cerence’s chief technology officer told investors, “What we’re looking at is sharing this data back with” automakers, then “helping them monetize it.”

It could all seem like a small price to pay until you project out the use of this tech into the near future. An apparel store clerk uses an analysis of your voice to determine the likelihood of whether you can be sold certain clothing. You call a fancy restaurant for a reservation, but its voice analysis system concludes that you don’t meet its definition of an acceptable diner and are refused. A school denies a student enrollment in a special course after voice analysis determines that the student was insincere about their interest in it.

How would such a future materialize? It all starts with users giving companies permission.

In our country today, only a few states have biometric privacy laws that require a company to obtain explicit consent from users. The European Union, however, demands opt-in consent, and it’s likely that more states ultimately will adopt comparable laws. In its privacy policy, the social app TikTok claimed the right to collect users’ voiceprints for broadly vague reasons, but as of June it also noted that only “where required by law, we will seek any required permissions from you prior to any such collection.”

These laws don’t go far enough to stop voice profiling. Companies will gain customers’ approval by promoting the seductive value of voice-first technologies and exploiting people’s habit-forming tendencies and by stopping short of explaining how voice analysis will actually work.

Many people don’t tend to think of nice-sounding humanoids as threatening or discriminatory, but they can be both. We’re in a new world of biometrics, and we need to be aware of the dangers it can bring — even to the point of outlawing its use in marketing.

Joseph Turow is a professor of media systems and industries at the University of Pennsylvania. He is the author of “The Voice Catchers: How Marketers Listen in to Exploit Your Feelings, Your Privacy, and Your Wallet.”
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